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Description:

Seaside motif sampler (large pattern)
COUNTED CROSS STITCH CHART BY  PERRETTE SAMOUILOFF

Counted Cross stitch pattern with exquisite bird and children mini motifs combined sampler-style. Each element of the design can also be
stitched individually if you wanted to stitch on other items such as terry towels, a beach bag, a stitched enveloppe or anything else the
pattern might inspire you.

The pattern is full of interesting detail such as the fishing nets, the flowers and the two children's activities on the beach. The birds which are
beautifully charted with special attention given to the different species. You may refer to Perrette Samouiloff's free tutorial for the three
quarter stitch used for the tips of the beaks of the seagulls, a small detail that makes the whole difference.

The pattern shown here is is the larger version. The designer also offers a smaller chart if you have less time for stitching.

A cross stitch pattern  by Perrette Samouiloff.
>> visit Perrette Samouiloff's store.

Number of stitches: 138 x 138 (wide x high)

>> View size in my choice of fabric - Click here (fabric calculator)

Stitches: Cross stitch, Backstitch,

Chart: Black and White with color detail

Threads: DMC Embroidery floss,

Number of colors: 12

Themes: Seaside, Beach, Sea, Children, Boy, Girl, Fishing, playing, Birds, seagull, puffn, sampler, mini motif

>> see more Summer patterns by Perrette Samouiloff
>> see more Sea patterns (all designers)
 
All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.

Price in £, €: to view price in POUNDS / EUROS…, select a currency in top right section of this page.
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